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Website: https://drunkskunksdc.com

Official Email: ops@drunkskunksdc.com

Twitter: https://twitter.com/DrunkSkunksDC

Discord Server: https://discord.com/invite/drunkskunksdc

English Telegram: https://t.me/DrunkSkunksDCOfficial

Chinese Telegram: https://t.me/DrunkSkunksDCChina

Medium: https://github.com/drunkskunksdc

Liquidity Lock Link:
https://www.pinksale.finance/pinklock/detail/0x99ef6a89bd021e55E9a0F75546205d8
Fc18E94C3?chain=BSC

KYC Link: https://docs.pinksale.finance/important/pinksale-kyc

SAFU: https://github.com/Anoopppp/Pinksale-SAFU-Compliant-
Projects/blob/main/STINK%20SAFU%20Badge%20Certificate%20.pdf

Audit: https://github.com/interfinetwork/smart-contract-audits/blob/audit-
updates/DSDCSTINKProtocol_0xdc42c3a92c4A03F9b9F3FBaBa0125286FDAa6772.pdf

Staking Website: https://stakedrunkskunksdc.com
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ABSTRACT

Drunk Skunks Drinking Club is a Binance Smart Chain project that aims to provide an
interactive in real life social experience for its exclusive members, passive income
earning opportunities and exclusive social club membership through the growth of
their NFT’s, token, and in real life businesses.  

DISCLAIMER

The information shared in this whitepaper is not all-encompassing or comprehensive
and does not in any way intend to create or put into implicit effect any elements of a
contractual relationship. The primary purpose of this whitepaper is to provide
potential investors with information in order for them to analyse the project and
make an informed decision. Prior to your participation in DSDC, we strongly advocate
a careful study of this whitepaper. Certain statements, estimates and financial
information featured in this whitepaper are based on and take into consideration
certain known and unknown contingencies and risks which may cause the estimated
results or may differ factually and substantially from featured statements or results
extrapolated or expressed in such forward-looking statements here-with.



STINK COIN
Contract: 0xdc42c3a92c4A03F9b9F3FBaBa0125286FDAa6772
Total Supply: 100M STINK 
Fairlaunch Supply: 30,000,000 STINK
Tokens for Liquidity: 17,640,000 STINK 
Initial Burn Supply: 17,160,000 
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VALUES

Community - Create an interactive in real life social experience for DSDC members. 

Utility - Create passive income opportunities and exclusive social club membership
throughout the growth of DSDC.

 

TOKENOMICS

Drunk Skunks Drinking Club NFT
Contract Address: 0x572f1e2D21652524b0F02ed23D46531C6373bffa
Total Supply: 5,605 DSDC

Toxic Beer
Total Supply: 1,500 ToxicBeer
Contract Address: N/A

 
 

SWAP FEES
8% Total
3 % Operations
2% Marketing
2% Staking
1% Auto Liquidity

 



Ecosystem
Drunk Skunks Drinking Club NFTs 

Collection of 5,605 uniquely created and one of a kind NFTs. The NFTs are a
combination of over 120 different traits, including clothing, backgrounds,
headwear, facial expressions and more. 

$STINK
Main Utility coin of the DSDC Ecosystem. 

Stake your Skunks and earn $STINK
Stake your $STINK and earn $STINK
Use $STINK to mutate your Skunk
Purchase additional NFT DSDC Edition strictly with $STINK

Toxic Beer
Toxic Beer will mutate the Drunk Skunks into a completely unique and different
mutant skunk. There will be only 1,500 Toxic Beers ever created. The first 1,000
Toxic Beers will be airdropped for free to those first minters who purchased a
DSDC NFT from NFT #51 to #1050. The remaining 500 Toxic Beers will be later sold
for $STINK tokens in the following prices.

1–100 25,000 $STINK Tokens
101–300 50,000 $STINK Tokens
301- 400 100,000 $STINK Tokens
401–500 250,000 $STINK Tokens
 
75% of $STINK tokens received from Toxic Beer purchases will be burnt, lowering
the circulating supply of $STINK by 35,625,000. This number of tokens makes up
for 35.625% of our supply.
The remaining 25% (11,875,000) of $STINK tokens will be used to replenish DSDC
staking pools.



Mutant Drunk Skunk 

Only 1,500 will ever exist. Rumor has it there is some kind of legendary Toxic Beer
that can take you from sober to WASTED in one drop...it even mutates the skunks
into something....DIFFERENT! Something strange must have been in that toxic
beer, because these skunks have mutated into weird, unique and different
looking creatures! 



 

STAKING
Phase One (NFT Staking)
Stake your NFT and earn 30k $STINK Tokens a month.

Phase Two ($STINK)
Stake your $STINK through 30/60 day LP lock pools for a higher APY..

Phase Three (Rarity Staking)
Skin rarity increases your APY. The rarer the skin, the higher APY.

Phase Four (Beer Revenue)
Beer revenue profit sharing.

UTILITY



V3 Coming Soon...........


